
SE'ed exclusive eBay method by

 Disclaimer:

I, Hfkarma am not responsible for anything that happens to you while performing this method.
This is for entertainment purposes only. I am not recommending or telling you to perform this
method in anyway. Don't leak please. Written by Hfkarma of SE'ed.net

1. To do this method you should have a good, positive feedback over like 15. To do this you can
just buy some random crap or just buy an account with good feedback. After you do this I
recommend changing the phone number on your eBay account. If you buy an account do
perform the method right away, change the info, so you aren't sending random packages to the
previous owner.

2. When you did step 1, go find what you want. There's millions of listings on eBay. Make sure
you're looking in the buy it now section. Price doesn't matter too much if you're using a drop
house, but if you're not, I wouldn't exceed $1,000 on each item, but you can if you want. When
you found search the item you want, make sure you look at all of them. Some will have 1,000s of
positive feedback, you don't want that. Someone under like 50 is good, but you can go up to like
150. I highly recommend staying at a low feedback.

3. This is how you check if you're product is good.

Requirements:

1. The seller has under 100 feedback
2. When you click buy it now, the page looks like this:

and not like this:



Now click "Commit to Buy" and on the next page don't click anything. If it says that you bought it
and congratulations at the top and all that stuff, hover over My eBay, then click purchase history.

On the right to all the info, click "More Actions" and click "Mark as payment sent". After that
you're going to want to click "More Actions", again, then click "Contact Seller". As the topic select
"Other".

4. Okay so make the topic "Other" and the question say this, "Hey, I paid, but Paypal is holding
the payment until I can confirm tracking for this item, thanks :)"

Okay, so not every seller will say yes, but sometimes you got to manipulate them a little bit. So
when they say that they don't see the payment say this "I pay as a guest with my credit card,
that's how I always pay, check my feedback, it's good, I always pay on time :)"

They could ask for proof, just say "Check my feedback, I always pay like this". This is really
where the feedback is going to help you. Alot of these people you really have to talk them into
doing it.

Keep in mind that these people have your address and if you do this with a pair of $2,000 Galaxy
Foamspites they can go to your house. Some people on eBay know about the deep web, and
stuff like that.

5. Unless you created your account on a VPN, it's kind of pointless, it's all logged. Anyways,
after you receive your item just ignore the seller. It's there fault for sending you out an iPad for
free. If you need help with this I will offer support over SE'ed PM system or Skype. Just PM me
for those. Good luck!


